
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of marketing executive. To join our
growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for marketing executive

Ownership of digital and social media output, helping the business develop
its profile across these platforms
Responsible for lead generation campaigns to generate a healthy pipeline for
our sales team
Develop creative ideas and concepts, in partnership with the marketing team
and senior members of the business to deliver effective marketing
communication material
To be an ambassador of the brand, ensuring all marketing communications
material is on brand and that any messages are consistent in language and
tone
To work closely with and support the marketing team with all aspects of the
marketing plan, specifically looking at emerging technologies and methods of
improving marketing communications to take our message and proposition to
market
Work closely with a roster of agencies internal resource across the mix, to
ensure successful campaigns and projects are delivered on time and within
budget
Assists in and ensures branding standards and legal compliances are met and
incorporated into all collaterals
The right person for this Marketing Executive role will have experience
working in a creative marketing team, planning and executing marketing
campaigns that dramatically improve how we communicate with customers
Your team will work as part of multidisciplinary and collaborative teams to
deliver user modern marketing campaigns based on research and insight
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reference these in the context of the proposition or product

Qualifications for marketing executive

Data gather for post event marketing summary including, but not limited to
Proven relevant marketing experience
Strategic and analytical capabilities to develop a comprehensive market
understanding and translate it to regional strategic plans
Bachelor or Master of Marketing/ Communication/ PR/ Digital Marketing
(Graduated from Oversea Universities is preferred)
Working in hard pressure, ability to multitask
Experience of Marketing planning and marketing budgets


